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Situation #1: Taylor is walking into the meeting late, and as the door swings open, folks look                 
over with relaxed interest. Charlie pauses, then turns and smiles – cheeks and mouth              
curving up, eyes and forehead crinkling – before continuing in animated, fluid tones. Pat              
looks directly at Taylor and gestures to the remaining open seat with a head toss and grin.                 
Later, Taylor mentions just starting to set up a new schedule notification method with the               
intention of being on time in the future. 
 
COVID-19 impacted version: Taylor signs onto the virtual meeting a couple minutes late,             
and as the video goes on screen, folks appear to notice, with relaxed interest. Charlie, who                
was speaking, pauses with a nod and a smile, cheeks and mouth curving up, eyes and                
forehead crinkling – before continuing in animated, fluid tones. Pat sends a quick chat note               
to Taylor about what they have started discussing. Later, Taylor mentions starting to             
schedule short breaks in-between meetings, which will help with being on time for virtual              
meetings. 
 
Situation #2: Taylor is walking into the meeting late, and as the door swings open, folks look                 
over with narrowed stares. Charlie pauses, then turns and smirks – flushed cheeks pulling up               
tight closed lips into an arc – before continuing in a low, forceful monotone. Pat looks away                 
as Taylor moves past their chairs to the remaining open seat. Taylor feels excluded and               
embarrassed and ends up being even later in the weeks to come. 

 
COVID-19 impacted version: Taylor signs onto the virtual meeting a couple minutes late,             
and as the video goes on screen, folks look over with narrowed stares. Charlie, who was                
speaking, pauses and smirks – flushed cheeks pulling up tight closed lips into an arc –                
before continuing in a low, forceful monotone. Pat sends a message to everyone in chat –                
“Glad you could make it, Taylor,” and the tone is clear, even in text. Taylor feels excluded                 
and embarrassed and ends up being even later in the weeks to come. 

 
 
Am I safe?  Being part of a WE is essential to human survival and evolution. We 
are born wired to engage, wanting to connect, communicate, and co-create—if 
we feel safe enough. Imagine how Taylor felt in each scenario. All those subtle 
signals, including facial expressions, what our eyes can convey, variations and 
animations in our voices, gestures, posture, and more, are received and 
responded to by our nervous systems in ways that are foundational to our 
experience, whether we are notice them or not. This holds true whether we are 
communicating in person or virtually, with audio or video, close or physically 
distanced, masked or full faced. 
 
Neuroscientist Stephen Porges gives us the word neuroception for this 
non-conscious, constant nervous system processing of our environment and 
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others for cues indicating safety or danger, a process that precedes and actually 
influences our perception (receiving information through our senses). When 
signals for safety are present, and we receive that information in our bodies 
through neuroception, we automatically become more equipped for partnering 
conversations. Some examples: our neural Social Engagement System shifts our 
middle ear muscles to help us listen to human voices; a “vagal brake” keeps our 
heart beating slowly while we put energy into connecting; relaxed muscles in our 
faces and throats allow our eyes and voices to be more expressive and nuanced. 
When signals for threat or danger are present, this system we need to connect is 
much less likely to activate. Just a raised voice or glare can agitate someone, 
especially in times of stress, or shut other people down. And once that happens, 
it takes time for that defense/stress response to fade. In the meantime, we are 
operating with less capacity to be present and conversationally intelligent – with 
less of our prefrontal cortex, the orchestra conductor of the brain, on the job.  
 

Reflect on entering different meetings, virtual or in person. Consider what automatically 
signals safety or danger to you – what sights, sounds (not actual words), postures, gestures, 

and internal sensations?  
That last bit is truly key – it takes intention to tune into these sensations, a process called                  
interoception. What we notice can often be very subtle like a shift in our breathing, muscle                
tension, or whether our bellies or throats are soft or tight. Other cues are more obvious, like                 
our hearts pumping fast or faces turning red. By noticing this communication from our              
bodies, we can bring information about our neuroception of safety or risk into awareness and               
work with it. Even then, we are unlikely to know all of what actually cued us in our immediate                   
surrounds, though we can try to figure it out. The more we reflect, the better we become at                  
this. As we understand more about our own neuroception, we become more skilled at              
minding how we are ‘signaling’ or communicating safety or threat to others. When leaders              
know how to communicate safety and welcome, they invite others to partnering, courageous             
conversation, and the ability to navigate change together. 
 

 
Polyvagal Theory & Our Social Engagement System – ‘What’s New?’ 

 
Stephen Porges’ understanding of neuroception comes from years of 
groundbreaking research and a theory he developed, named Polyvagal Theory. It 
updates understandings about our autonomic nervous system (ANS) and its 
oversight of survival functions like breathing, 
heart rate, and digestion. We used to think 
humans had an ANS with two branches - the 
Parasympathetic and the Sympathetic, 
connecting directly from brain to organs, 
muscles, and more; and we thought these 
two worked in tandem or opposition with 
each other like brakes and gas. Indeed, 
these nervous system branches are internal 
communication pathways, the first one 
calming us down (rest and digest), and the 
second one revving us up (ready and willing). 

 



 

You have probably heard some of the alliterative descriptions at the extremes of 
these autonomic responses – here I’ve expanded to include the fuller range of 
human reactions in these states. Sympathetic activation compels us toward 
self-defensive reactivity (fight-flight-freeze), or self-protection through inauthentic 
relating (feign or fawn), or automatic groupthink (flock). Parasympathetic 
activation moves past rest to withdrawal and collapse (forget about it, faint, flop). 
In addition, under extreme stress or danger, that parasympathetic brake can 
become a full emergency stop - though more common in small mammals than 
humans, accidental death can even occur when the nervous system is super 
slowed down in protection/defense.  
 
Polyvagal Theory is so named because while we do have those two branches, 
the new finding is that we (and other social mammals) also evolved a second 
branch of the parasympathetic system, one that enables relating, called the 
Ventral branch. For illustration, consider one of our greatest social advances as 
humans:  our ability to eat together in connection and celebration. For our 
nervous systems, this is the equivalent of being immobilized, but without fear, a 
very unique evolution. (The common animal experience is to become 
immobilized with fear, the older branch of the parasympathetic system.) Not only 
our best work, but our most pleasurable human activities rely on the neurobiology 
of feeling safe enough - playful happens when this newest ventral branch works 
with the activating sympathetic circuits; intimacy happens when this relational 
ventral branch works with the calming parasympathetic dorsal branch. Clearly, 
our bodies know relating is another survival essential, like maintaining 
heartbeats, reacting to threats, and digesting food.  
 
Our three ANS branches work in a naturally preferred order, all based on 
whether our neuroception of our world (relational and emotional, as well as 
physical) as safe or not safe. Our life enhancing preference is safety (or risk 
within the context of safety), engagement, being, sharing, and doing, with trusted 
others. 
 
 

● Social Engagement System (parasympathetic): When we have the 
neuroception of safety, we are riding the 
newer, ventral vagus (VV) tracks. This 
Social Engagement System is like being in 
“cruise control” – everything is moving 
along smoothly, and we can attend to 
conversations, communication, and 
exploration. Our partnering, co-creating, 
and conversations can flow. We can take risks, share openly, be 
non-defensive, learn together, and innovate. The information from the 
neural nets around our hearts and our social brain networks, especially 
our prefrontal cortex, work in an integrative flow, and our neurobiology 
supports our open, curious, caring minds. 

 



 

● Uh-oh – an obstacle (threat) appears (sympathetic):  Neuroception 
adaptively activates the circuits that “step on the gas” and 
our body quickly shifts to sympathetic activation, as our 
eyes focus in, our ears orient to danger signals, and our 
hearts and breathing accelerate. If we can address the 
threat well enough to find that neuroception of safety 
again, our bodies adjust, and we are once again ready to 

engage. We calm that sympathetic system’s defensive and protective 
awakening when we successfully confront a conflict instead of ignoring it, 
curiosity guiding our way to deeper understanding. We can also shift this 
state by internally soothing ourselves—with breathing and refocusing or 
inviting compassion instead of judgment. But if the external or internal 
signals for danger don’t cease, we remain in that defensive, stressed, 
activated state. Our tone, gaze, and other non-verbals will communicate 
our stress, whether our words become more reactive or not. If that 
perceived need to protect/defend gets powerful enough, our prefrontal 
cortex can no longer guide us, as well-worn automatic neural patterns 
start blazing and we move automatically into fight, flight, freeze, feign, 
fawn, or flock.  

 
● Then, if the not-safe signals don’t stop and we feel helpless/have no 

escape, our nervous system may adaptively shift to the oldest branch, the 
Dorsal Vagus (parasympathetic): The emergency brake of the dorsal 
vagus (DV) is activated, and we withdraw and collapse into 
survival-by-immobilizing mode. (Note that this is different from “freeze” – 
which is actually a hyper-alert state of sympathetic 
activation – “OMG what should I do?”). In the dorsal 
collapse, animals actually become immobilized; in 
extreme terror humans can absolutely experience that, 
but more commonly we retreat, disconnect, disengage, 
withdraw, even dissociate from what’s going on around 
us, and certainly we stop being able to engage and 
relate. Many folks will have difficulty putting anything 
into words in this state, in contrast to the verbal spewing that often 
accompanies sympathetic activation, or the expanded conversational 
capacity that comes with VV activity. 
 

How do you react first when you get activated? If that doesn’t            
work, what happens next? (Remember, the nervous system        
options are fight, flight, freeze, flock, feign, or fawn.) When do           
you shift from activation to immobilization (forget about it, flop)          
and what is that like for you?  
Knowing our more automatic patterns is one of the keys to using            
our awareness and neural plasticity to be intentional and         
change. We can build purposeful patterns that support        
connection and conversation, and then strengthen them further,        
so they hold up even when we deal with divisive differences,           
confront conflicts, and challenge our beliefs. 

 



 

What This Means for Daily Life 
 

Neuroception happens at every moment. If we want to, we can learn to create 
relationships and environments that give signals promoting and supporting the 
neuroception of safety. Remember that when the implicit message is “it’s safe,” 
we open up to much more than having better conversations. When safe, our VV 
can partner with the sympathetic branch of the ANS, and we can be playful, 
exuberant, motivated, and creative. Also, when we feel safe, our VV can recruit 
aspects of the DV, and bring us to states of deep relaxation and meditation, or 
communion with another, calm and even blissful. 
 
This new understanding of our polyvagal nervous system offers some 
life-changing possibilities. One reason why is because we can actually develop 
and increase our “vagal tone,” which is the ability of this VV branch to do its job, 
calming us and keeping us from shifting into agitation or retreat. (Heart rate 
variability, used in some mind or physical skill building programs, reflects vagal 
tone.) The more vagal tone we have, the better we are at down-regulating 
sympathetic activations; positively experiencing a wider range of states in our 
nervous systems; minimizing defensive reactions; and staying in or returning to 
the VV state of connection. We regulate our emotional reactivity, turning it into 
emotional competence and responsiveness. We can also help others when we 
stay regulated and engaged, implicitly inviting other nervous systems to join us 
on the social engagement pathways. This in-born human experience, called 
co-regulation, happens whether we are aware of it or not, and can spread 
between us in positive or negative ways. Building vagal tone helps us lead 
ourselves and others. Learning to be intentional and beneficial with the power of 
co-regulation is essential for today’s leaders. These are foundations for leading 
sustainable, adaptable, humane and successful teams and organizations. 
 
When we face uncertainty and involuntary change, our nervous systems are 
consistently stressed, straining our bodies, minds, and relationships. Now more 
than ever, we need to attend to well-being from the inside out, finding ways to 
establish safety in mindful moments and in how we relate, and leading others to 
do the same. For ourselves and for others, we can each contribute to the upward 
spiral documented in research and our everyday experiences, of positive social 
connections, positive emotions, and health. 
 
Here are some ways to begin: 
 
How to Develop Your Vagal Tone: 

1. Take deep breaths, with long and slow exhaling (longer than the inhale to 
cue your nervous system). Even better, chant or sing. The rhythm and 
vibrations are a helpful bonus. Best: do this with others or recordings. 

2. Cultivate the attitude of gratitude; seriously, this mindset reaps physical 
and emotional benefits. Widen your capacity for compassion, for self and 
others. Connect your commitment to gratitude and compassion with some 

 



 

simple activity you do daily. Shower and relish hot water. Send 
compassion for those who lack sufficient water resources. Eat mindfully 
-enjoy - and send thanks to all the people who helped get this to your 
plate. With kindness, hope that each of them has enough to eat today. 

3. Spend time in the arms of another – literal hugs if possible, or simply 
basking in warm, resonant relationships – human or animal. Pump up your 
virtual connecting by attending to non-verbal messages of presence, 
attention, and care (see signaling safety). 

4. Develop ways to invite the sense of safety into your body – such as 
mindful awareness, movement, and music – and do them regularly. 
Minutes spread throughout your day, short breaks between meetings and 
activities, can be as or more helpful than an hour or two at once.  

5. And if you are spending your days in virtual meetings, every hour or even 
20 minutes, take a one minute “reset”. Inhale deeply with a longer exhale 
(and even a hum!) for each step. Look into the distance, focus far. Relax 
and elongate your neck. Close your eyes and gently and slowly, turn your 
head slightly, side to side.  

 
How to Signal Safety: 

1. The vagal nerve is bi-directional; in fact, 80% of its fibers bring information 
from internal organs, like heart and guts, to the brain. So really practice 
and learn to give signals of safety – in your gaze, tone, expressions, 
gestures, and posture. Even with partial information, like we get through 
video conversations, or walking around wearing masks, we can give these 
signals - and it’s become really important to do so, as people need more 
cues to feel safe these days. 

2. Intentionally structure meetings, exercises, and conversations to invite the 
neuroception of safety. Examples include the practices of welcoming, 
including, collective learning, using liberating structures with clear 
explanations. 

3. Appreciate and value vulnerability and authenticity in your self and in 
others. This will bring the real power of presence into what you do and 
others will feel it and respond positively. 

4. If your words or tone or behaviors “break” the relationship connection, own 
it, and reconnect as soon as you (and others) are ready. Ruptures happen 
often. Repairing builds trust. Learn how to repair accountably and well. 

5. Stretch toward noticing the subtle indications that your defenses are 
starting to rise, noticing them in your thoughts, feelings, sensations, and 
behaviors, as quickly as you can. Practice what you can do, in that 
moment, to move toward discovery and trust and connection, within, and 
with others. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

To learn more about Polyvagal Theory: 
 
Stephen Porges: www.stephenporges.com for links to some of his scientific 
papers and much more. Look for a great intro article (written for parents): 
Neuroception: A Subconscious System for Detecting Threats and Safety (2004). 
A scientific article suggestion: The Polyvagal Theory: New Insights into Adaptive 
Reactions of the Autonomic Nervous System (2009).  And, Dr. Porges has 
written an article in response to the world health crisis: The COVID-19 Pandemic 
is a Paradoxical Challenge to Our Nervous System: A Polyvagal Perspective 
Easy listening interviews: 
   PsychAlive, 2018: https://youtu.be/ec3AUMDjtKQ 
   Bulletproof Radio https://youtu.be/yVVaTRbegJs 
A fun musical intro - Polly Vagal Blues: https://youtu.be/hCCNv3P7jUs 
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